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Fitting Instructions
YewdaleKestrel® Curtain Tracks (K2500)

K2500 Curtain Track:

K2500 Curtain Track:
1. Unpack track.
2. Lift track into position and mark centre fixing hole.
3. If fixing into timber, secure track to the wall/recess/ceiling – using the screws provided.
4. If fixing into masonry, fix track in centre hole then mark, drill and screw the rest of the 

holes with the screws provided.
NB. If the track is being fitted to a batten, ensure it has a sloping top/sides and the track 

footprint doesn’t overhang the wall or batten.
5. Ensure all the endcaps of the track have the correct number of screws in them.
6. Hang the curtain using hooks that are a minimum width of 3mm and maximum  

4mm wide.

NB. The safety track requires 16 gliders per meter.

Suited for non-pleated curtains (curtains with a heading tape)

Inside of track profile to be lubricated for effective operation once installed.

Face fix Top fix
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Warning
YewdaleKestrel® products are designed as standalone products only. Care should be 
taken when assessing or arranging a room to ensure that YewdaleKestrel® products 
cannot be misused in conjunction with any other item, furniture or fixings in the room. 
It is the responsibility of the end user or client to ensure the product is suitable for 
the environment it is being installed in. YewdaleKestrel® products must be fitted by a 
qualified professional with an up to date training certificate and in accordance with the 
manufacturer’s instructions. Failure to do so could jeopardise the product’s effectiveness 
as an anti-ligature system. All installations must be checked and commissioned on 
completion to ensure the downward forces does not exceed the maximum nor that it 
is breaking away below the normal force. It is highly recommended that sign off proof 
that the product is installed and commissioned correctly is issued to the client after 
installation.

Gliders
The K2500 is supplied with two types of gliders as standard: K2504 heavy-weight gliders 
(grey) and K2501 low-weight gliders (white). The standard installation uses a mixture of 
the two gliders, achieving a 15kg release weight. Place a grey glider onto the track first 
followed by an alternating pattern of white, grey, white, grey, white, grey etc. The pattern 
of gliders should start and finish with a grey glider because they support a heavier weight, 
meaning a split draw curtain requires four grey gliders, one on the edge of each curtain. 

When the track is fitted using only the K2504 heavy-duty gliders (grey), it can support a 
load up to 20kg, whereas using only the K2501 low-weight gliders (white) supports a 
weight up to 10kg. The grey and white gliders can easily slot into the curtain track during 
installation, with a total of 16 per metre.

Option 1 – Standard
15kg load release with the 
alternating grey and white gliders

Option 2 – Low weight
10kg load release with all 
white gliders

Option 3 – Heavy duty
20kg load release with all 
grey gliders

For more information on 
installations, using the 
systems safely, load 
testing and maintenance, 
please scan the QR code 
to read our 
YewdaleKestrel® Policy.
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